
Network Security Checklist 

Network Security Checklist: IT Security 

The experts at Corporate Technologies Group have put together this checklist that can be 

an essential guide to ensuring your company is up-to-date with your security. 

 

Physical Security 

  

Do you have cameras in your office? Do you have the internet ready DVR feature? Having these 

physical measures in place will give you the ability to monitor who is coming and going. It will give you 

plausible deniability, and it will help with any legal issues that might arise. 

  

Do you have locked networking closets? Unrestricted access to any networking equipment is a major 

security issue. 

 

Do you have locked server rooms? Unrestricted access to servers is a major security issue. 

 

Is there restricted access entry in place for the building? Server Rooms? Remote Areas? Restricted 

access can done by the following: 

 Key Locks. This refers to a normal lock and key. 

 Key Pads. This requires a unique number code to unlock the door. 

 Biometrics. This covers an array of options. Examples of this are thumbprints, handprints, and 

iris scanners. 

 Rfid. This stands for radio frequency identification. This uses any number of cards, tokens or 

items that use radio frequency to unlock doors. 

 

Network Infrastructure Security—Network Equipment 

  

Do you have a firewall? Any equipment at the edge of a network that secures outbound to inbound 

traffic is necessary to protect your company. 

  

Do you have secured networking routers and switches? This is internal networking equipment security 

features, i.e. Securing Network Switch ports, Securing DHCP, Securing ARP. 

  

Have you had security audits or penetration tests performed? These are performed to assess your 

security. It shows where the vulnerabilities are and how they can be exploited.  

  

Do you have up-to-date versions and revisions of all the above equipment? With new versions, there 

are new features available to use. Also, patching is important for networking gears to protect from net-

working holes. 



Network Security Checklist 

  

How Secure Is Your Network? 

 

 

Network Infrastructure—Server / PC 

  

Do you have up-to-date operating system patches? Patching is important to eliminate vulnerabilities in 

your servers and PCs. 

 

Do you have correct service packs? Service packs are a roll-up of all security patches and new features 

for a given time frame. 

  

Do you have secured servers? For your servers, do you have complex passwords? Frequent password 

changes? Do you have lock out policies? 

 

For your PCs, do you have complex passwords? Frequent password changes? Do you have lock out 

policies? 

 

Have you performed an Infrastructure Audit? This will test: 

 Passwords 

 Password Policies on the network 

 Vulnerabilities with server patches and service packs 

  

User Level Security 

  

Do you have virus protection? The top three types of Malware are: 

 Viruses. Viruses require human interaction to propagate.  

 Worms. Worms do not need human interaction to replicate.  

 Trojan Horses. Trojan Horses masks itself as something useful to plant something harmful on 

your network. 

  

Do you have website protection? An example of this is having a content filter. This can restrict users 

from downloading certain files and accessing certain web pages. 

  

Do you have acceptable use policies? This is an internal document which employees sign detailing the 

rules and regulations of network usage. This also can be controlled by firewalls or content filtering.   


